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Background
• Adaptive speech tests
• ProsPros

– Easy to perform
Res lts from the speech test can be compared– Results from the speech test can be compared 
across languages

• Cons
– Listeners will perform at different SNRs p
– Not necessarily at a SNR that for instance a HA 

feature is meant to work atea u e s ea o o a
– Possible to mix the effect we want to study with 

the effect of testing at different SNRsthe effect of testing at different SNRs



Evaluation predictive measures,p ,
speech understanding using NR

Impaired hearing Normal hearing

Smeds et al, IHCON 2010



Speech testsp
• Alternatives to adaptive speech tests?
• Testing at fixed SNRs? Problems?
• What is a “realistic” SNR?• What is a realistic  SNR? 
• Can a “realistic” speech test be sensitive 

enough to be used for hearing-aid feature 
evaluation?
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Realistic SNRs – ongoing studyRealistic SNRs ongoing study
• Wagener, Hansen & Ludvigsen, JAAA 2008Wagener, Hansen & Ludvigsen, JAAA 2008

– 20 experienced and satisfied HA users
14 female and 6 male– 14 female and 6 male

– Age: 18-81 years (mean 51 years)
– Various social backgrounds and occupations

(working, students, housewives, retired)
– DAT recorder, bilateral microphones close to HA 

microphone location



Recording setup



– Encouraged to record ”situations in daily life” 
for 3 4 daysfor 3–4 days

– Duration of recorded material: 46–121 minutes, 
average 84 minutesaverage 84 minutes

– Representative one-minute segments cut out
– 8–25 (average 17) sequences selected per subject 
– Lab evaluation of own recordings under headphones 

3 w – 4 m after recording:
• Recognize the situation?
• Describe the situation
• Specify the frequency of occurrence of the situation
• Assess the importance of the situation
• Assess use of HA in the situation

– Participants recorded relevant everyday situations



Our preliminary analysesOur preliminary analyses
• Manual noise estimation

– Own voice not included
– One speaker selected in situations with several– One speaker selected in situations with several

• Examples



Speech in babbleSpeec babb e

RMS SNR (dB)

Duration

RMS SNR (dB)
(dB SPL) Left Right

Flat 78 0 4 Duration
Noise 5.3 s
Speech 6.2 s

A-weighted 74 -1 5



Speech in salad
hi iwashing noise

RMS SNR (dB)

Duration

RMS SNR (dB)
(dB SPL) Left Right

Flat 76 4 5 Duration
Noise 3.8 s
Speech 5.0 s

A-weighted 74 4 5



Speech in the fieldSpeech in the field
• Questionnaire
• Diary

O li ti i d i ?• On-line rating or paired comparisons?
• …



fPreferred overall loudness in the 
laboratory and in the fieldlaboratory and in the field

K Smeds, G Keidser, H Dillon, J Zakis, , , , ,
A Leijon, F Grant, E Convery, C Brew

IJA 2006



Design Field
HA – SHARP

fl ibl di it l h h i id– flexible digital research hearing aid
– NAL-NL1; 0 dB insertion gain
– logging capacity (e.g. input level, output level, 

volume control setting, calculated loudness)
Tasks

– wear HA for one week
– adjust VC to preferred loudness in everyday 

listening situations and "vote"listening situations and vote
– fill in diary



Design Lab
Participants:

– 15 hearing impaired listeners (7 with and 8 without15 hearing impaired listeners (7 with and 8 without 
hearing aid experience)

– 8 normal hearing listeners– 8 normal hearing listeners
Video recordings of real life situations (46 to 86 

dB SPL)dB SPL)
Sound-field presentation with large TV screenSound field presentation with large TV screen
SHARP hearing aids
Task:

– Adjustment to preferred loudnessj p



Comparison lab och fieldp
Calculated loudness level deviation from normal
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Summary
• Laboratory and field

P d– Pros and cons
– Can give similar or different results

• Difference in ”situation”
• Difference in task

• Large variety of situations in the field are 
described as important for HA wearersdesc bed as po ta t o ea e s

• How do we select relevant situations for the 
laboratory test?laboratory test?

• How do we select relevant tasks in the 
laboratory and in the field?



Discussion
Realistic lab tests? Sensitive field tests?

Discussion

• Is more realistic always 
better?

• How can we deal with the 
variable nature of the fieldbetter?

• How realistic does a 
laboratory listening

variable nature of the field 
test?

• Is it better to focus onlaboratory listening 
situation have to be in 
order to be "good

• Is it better to focus on 
well-controlled field tests 
(how?) than to focus onorder to be good 

enough" for various 
applications?

(how?) than to focus on 
building fancy laboratory 
environments?applications?

• Which are the tests 
(speech-related or other)

environments?

(speech-related or other) 
that should be performed 
in that laboratoryin that laboratory 
environment?



ExampleExample
• How do we interpret: a HA feature shows a• How do we interpret: a HA feature shows a 

positive effect in a sensitive laboratory test 
b t t i fi ld t i l?but not in a field trial?
– An unnecessary feature?
– Too insensitive outcome measure in the field?

• What would have happened in a more• What would have happened in a more 
realistic laboratory test? Say that the feature 
does not show an effect in that situationdoes not show an effect in that situation.
– Is our ”realistic” laboratory condition relevant for 

the participant?
– Could there be situations where the feature might 

prove useful?



Measures of listening effort?Measures of listening effort?

Wh t th it f th th f• What are the merits of the three ways of 
measuring listening effort?

• How do the results from these measures 
compare?compare?

• If they provide very different results, how 
should that be interpreted?


